Resolution 05-07-S
Establishing Syllabus Deadline Scholarship Fund

PURPOSE: For the Student Government Association of Western Kentucky University to recommend that the Academic Departments donate $10.00 to a scholarship fund each time a professor within that particular department fails to meet a syllabus deadline for a class.

WHEREAS: Currently, there is no fine in place when professors fail to meet the deadlines set by University Bookstore.

WHEREAS: When professors fail to meet these deadlines it hinders students’ abilities to reach their full potential in their class because students may not know the book requirements in advance.

WHEREAS: The money collected for the book scholarship recipients will help fund their book costs and increase their educational benefits.

THEREFORE: Be it resolved that the Student Government Association of Western Kentucky University recommends that Academic Departments donate $10.00 to a scholarship fund each time one of the department professors fail to meet a syllabus deadline.
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